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FEB 2 71985

Georgia Power Company
ATTO Mr. R. J. Kelly

Executive Vice President
P. O. Box 4545
Atlanta, GA 30302

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: REPORT NOS. 50-321/84-47 AND 50-366/84-47

Thank you for your response of January 23, 1985, to our Notice of Violation
concerning licensed activities conducted at your Plant Hatch facility. We have
evaluated your response and found that it meets the requirements of 10 CFR 2.201.

I After careful consideration of the bases for your denial of the Violation, we
| have concluded, for the re . sons presented in the enclosure of this letter, that

the violation occurred as stated in the Notice of Violation. Therefore, in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.201(a), please submit to this office within 30 days of
the date of this letter a written statement describing steps which have been
taken to correct the Violation and the results achieved, corrective steps which
will be taken to avoid further violations, and the date when full compliance will
be achieved. In addition, it is requested that your response include an
evaluation of the procedure for determining liquid effluent monitor setpoints and
the concerns referenced in paragraph 3 of the enclosure.

The response directed by this letter is not subject to the clearance procedure of
the Office of Menagement and Budget issued under the Paperwork Reduction Act,
PL 96-511.

We appreciate your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

J. Nelson Grace
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Staff Assessment of Licensee

Response

cc w/ enc 1: (See page 2)
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Georgia Power Company 2.

cc w/ encl:
J. T. Beckham, Vice President

and General Manager
H. C. Nix, Site General Manager .

P. E. Fornel
Site QA Supervisor

L. Gucwa
Chief Nuclear Engineer

bec w/ enc 1:
Senior Resident Inspector
Document Control Desk
State of Georgia
Hugh S. Jordan, Executive Secretary

Georgia Public Service Commission
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1 ENCLOSURE

Staff Assessment of Licensee Response*

.

1. Licensee Comment

The citation indicates that regulatory requirements exist for the accuracy
of monitor calibrations. We are not aware of any such requirements beyond

|
the commitments in the FSAR.

NRC Response

.

Environmental Technical Specification 2.1.2.f requires that all liquid '

! effluent radiation monitors be calibrated with a radioactive source which
has been calibrated to a National Bureau of Standards source. This

|

; requirement implies a reasonable degree of accuracy. Since NBS Standards
- are normally accurate to at least 15%, it is expected that an accuracy of

115% as committed to in the FSAR could easily be achieved. The observed
,

! calibration factors for the Unit 2 liquid monitor from January 1,1983, to
l November _1984 showed error estimates as large as 150%. The large degree of
| uncertainty is not consistent with the intent of the regulatory requirements
! or with good radiolt,gical safety practices.
I

2. Licensee Comment'

!

! The specific deficiency identified above is the apparent lack of criteria to
i reject batch release data for statistical reasons in performing one aspect

of liquid waste effluent monitor calibration.

! Rejection of specific batch release data from the monthly efficiency factor
} determination is made within the computer program used to perform these

calculations. .This program, LMNCAL (12/20/79), specified in HNP-7404, will,

reject a batch release based on either monitor reading versus background,
low gross radioactivity levels, or low total isotopic activity (ref.- lines+

j 3285 - 3590).

NRC Response

'It should be noted that the violation in question was for procedure
; inadequacies that resulted in inaccurate monitor- calibrations. It is

i acknowledged that the calibration procedure contained criteria to reject
certain data based on low gross radioactivity levels, low total isotopic'

activity, and/or monitor reading versus background; however these criteria
| were not sufficient to ensure the accuracy of the calibration.
t

The principal sources of error appear to be associated with uncertainties of
,

monitor readings for instances when the monitor background was relatively.

;- high and/or the total activity in the batch was not sufficient to produce a
; monitor response that could be accurately read. Based on information '

L supplied by the plant health physics staff, individual monitor correlations
were rejected if the net monitor reading was less than the square root of

; the background. This criterion fails to provide a sufficient degree of

|
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Enclosure 2

accuracy associated with the monitor reading since monitor fluctuations due
to statistical uncertainties in count rates and the uncertainties associated
with reading the count rate on a 5 decade logarithmic scale were not
included. A review of the data for calibration of the Unit 2 liquid
effluent monitor in November 1984 shows many instances when monitor readings
of 100 cps above background readings of 3600 cps were utilized in the
calibration. It is questionable whether a net count rate of 100 cps above,

3000 cps background can be read on a 5 decade logarithmic scale within an
accuracy of 1100%. This observation is further supported by the error
estimate of 86% reported for that month. A review of 1983 calibration data
for the Unit 2 liquid effluent monitor showed that the monitor calibration
factor varied by more than a factor of 20 (>2000%) during a six month
period. The observed variability appears to be due to uncertainties in the
calibrations rather than differences in the radionuclide composition of the
waste.

The procedure of utilizing analyses of waste being discharged to calibrate
liquid waste monitors may be acceptable if the methodology provides a sound s
statistical basis for ensuring the accuracy of the calibration to some
predetermined value. This can be accomplished by determining the overall
uncertainties associated with reading the monitor and statistical
uncertainties associated with an analog type meter. The latter requires
knowledge of the time constant associated with the meter and is a function
of monitor background.

3. Licensee Comment.

To provide additional assurance that these setpoints and associated alarm>

and automatic release termination functions are maintained within
Environmental Technical Specification 2.1.1.d limits, an additional
conservative factor of two is incorporated (ref. HNP-7601 " Liquid Radwaste
Analysis and Discharge Program", Section F.5.1.).

NRC Response

The incorporation of conservative factors into monitor setpoint
' determinations may be desirable to ensure that regulatory or administrative

limits are not exceeded; however this practice does not alleviate the need
for accurate monitor calibrations. The requirement to calibrate effluent
monitors has been incorporated as a Technical Specification to ensure
accurate calibrations independent of administrative or procedural
conservatism.

Our review of the referenced procedure and methodology for setpoint
determinations suggests that the factor of 2 referred to in your response
does not provide for conservatism in determining the setpoint. The factor
of 2 establishes a setpoint that is twice the measured activity in the batch
release' to permit release without automatic isolation. The value referred
to in HNP-7601, Section F.5.j as the " Monitor Max. CPS .(10 CFR 20 limits)"
is the value that would ensure that 10 CFR 20 limits are not exceeded and
this value does not include a factor of 2 for conservatism. Based on our
understanding of the procedure, a monitor count rate in excess of the

" Monitor Max. CPS (10 CFR 20 limits)" would result in the release of

.
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Enclosure 3

radioactivity at concentrations exceeding 10 CFR 20 limits. The procedure
does not specifically require that the setpoint be lower than the Monitor
Max-CPS. It is not apparent that the current procedure would ensure that 10 i

CFR 20 limits are not exceeded. |
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